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Finishing of DELE8596009 
 
Abstract 

 Drosophila elegans has been sequenced using Roche 454 pyrosequencing and Illumina 

technology. DELE8596009, a 100 kb section of the F element, was assembled into a single 

contig with a 20 bp gap. The primary challenge of finishing DELE8596009 was resolving the 

consensus sequence in regions with low coverage, as well as in regions with majority low quality 

454 reads surrounding long mononucleotide runs (MNRs). A large number of repeats throughout 

the sequence led to many mismapped and/or misaligned reads; these repeat regions also created 

problems in generating unique PCR primer pairs within an acceptably short distance of each 

other in some areas. Finally, regions with egregious misalignments had to be torn apart and 

reassembled in order to analyze the accuracy of the consensus. In the final assembly 

(Contig370024) generated after these finishing steps, the gap was resolved and 22 base changes 

were made to the original consensus sequence. However, PCR and Sanger sequencing is still 

needed to confirm the consensus sequence in three remaining areas of low coverage. 

Introduction 

 We are interested in studying the F element, or dot chromosome, of Drosophila elegans 

because it can tell us many things about gene expression. The fourth chromosome consists 

primarily of heterochromatin and has a much higher repeat density than the other three 

autosomes. Both heterochromatin formation and high repeat density are associated with gene 

silencing, and taken together, seem to suggest that the F element contains “junk DNA,” full of 

sequences that are not transcribed. However, the dot chromosome maintains a gene density 
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consistent with the euchromatic arms of the other chromosomes, and many of its genes are 

actively transcribed. By studying different species of Drosophila, we hope to discover the 

mechanisms of heterochromatic DNA, how it can be packaged tightly, yet still transcribed, and 

whether heterochromatic DNA can be differentiated from euchromatic DNA based on sequence 

characteristics alone. We are studying D. elegans and D. biarmipes in our current projects 

because these species have a close evolutionary relationship to the reference species, D. 

melanogaster, but deviate from D. melanogaster just enough to be an interesting evolutionary 

“sweet-spot” to allow for comparisons to identify regulatory motifs across species. 

Initial Assembly 

 The initial assembly of DELE8596009 appeared to be in one complete 100,000-bp 

contig, with numerous discrepant forward-reverse pairs and high coverage extending over the 

entire sequence (Figure 1). In addition, this project contained eight low consensus quality 

regions, 451 high quality discrepancies, and 19 areas of low coverage that required individual 

checking.  

 

Figure 1 Initial assembly shown in Assembly View of Consed. Red triangles in yellow brackets indicate 
discrepant forward-reverse pairs; green line designated by red arrow shows level of coverage throughout 
entire contig (a dip in the green line shows an area of low coverage). 
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Resolution of gap 

 A gap did not show up in the initial Assembly View due to a false read that simply 

displayed the consensus sequence. However, upon querying the consensus sequence for “nnnnn” 

(a tool called “Search for String” in Consed), a gap of 20 base pairs extending from base 9312 to 

base 9331 was found (Figures 2 and 3). 

 

Figure 2 Gap extending from base 9312 to base 9331 in initial assembly. 

 

Figure 3 Gap shown in aligned reads window, denoted by n’s in the consensus read, marked by red arrows. 

The consensus read was removed from the main assembly and into its own contig, 

Contig370002, which broke the initial contig into a left half, KB458596:27000-370000, and a 

right half, Contig370001. These contigs contained 9314 and 90693 base pairs respectively 
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(Figure 4). More than ten mate pairs spanned this gap, suggesting that a good quality join might 

be possible between these two contigs. 

 

Figure 4 A number of mate pairs span the gap. KB458596:27000-370000 on the left, Contig370001 on the 
right. 

In order to search for the correct join, the far right 37 base pairs of KB458596:27000-370000 

needed to be added to the consensus sequence. It was appropriate to add these bases, appearing 

in two reads, to the consensus sequence given their high quality traces (Figure 5). 

 
Figure 5 High quality bases are shown in the “Trace” by tall unambiguous peaks that provide evidence for 
only one base (A, T, G, or C) at each position. 

The rightmost 18 base pairs of KB458596:27000-370000 were entered into the “Search for 

String” box and found to match the leftmost base pairs of Contig370002. The alignment showed 

only a single base pair difference between the two sequences on either contig, for a discrepancy 

of only 3.33% (Figure 6). Scrolling to the discrepant position in each aligned reads window 
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revealed three low quality reads, each showing a different base, A, C, or G (Figure 7). This 

suggested that this base could not be resolved without additional sequencing and should not be 

used as evidence against a join. Together, the above criteria suggested a good quality join, which 

resolved the gap (Figure 8). 

 

Figure 6 Sequence from KB458596:27000-370000 used in search (right bottom). Match found in 
Contig370002 (top). Alignment over gap (left bottom) with single base pair difference (boxed in yellow). 
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Figure 7 Single discrepant base in region of join indicated by green line. 

 
Figure 8 Resolved gap. 

 Given the low coverage and low quality reads in the region of this gap, additional Sanger 

sequencing was called in order to confirm the consensus sequence. Oligonucleotide PCR primers 

were chosen to cover this region, from base 9249 to base 9417, and an adjacent region, from base 

9808 to base 10167, which appeared on the list of regions with low depth of coverage (i.e. ≤40 

reads with a phred score ≥10) (Figure 9). 
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Figure 9 Low depth of coverage in region of join. 

 In order to generate good quality coverage in the above regions, I chose two sets of PCR 

primers, taking the following criteria into consideration: 

1. Primer sequences are unique within the contig: primers that are part of a redundant 
sequence in the contig will prime to multiple places during PCR; this will generate 
different fragments of DNA, which is problematic for Sanger sequencing. 

2. Both sets of PCR primers are compatible with each other: pairs A+B and C+D are chosen 
for reactions, but Consed also suggests pairs A+D and B+C as well. 

3. Length of PCR product (distance between primer pairs): for the best chance that the PCR 
reaction will work, the length of the PCR product should be kept around 1 kb. 

4. Melting temperature of primers: should be kept within a degree or two of each other. 
 

Consed generated a list of PCR primer pairs to cover this region that would be acceptable 

(Figure 10). Though keeping the distance between the top and bottom strand primers ≤ 1 kb is a 

primary consideration in choosing oligonucleotide primer pairs, in this case, this restriction is 

impossible to uphold. In this case, the shortest available distance between primers suggested is 

2577 bps. This is due to two repeat sequences, 8453-9034 and 9527-10451 (identified by a blue 

repeat tag along the consensus sequence), which flank the region of interest. In this case, the 

need for a primer sequence that is unique within the contig takes precedence over PCR product 

length. However, primer pairs with a distance of 3.5 kb or greater between them were not 
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considered reasonable options. Primer pair one, 8338-8359 (primer.1) and 10936-10957 

(primer.2), as well as primer pair eleven, 8121-8140 (primer.3) and 11143-11172 (primer.4), 

were chosen. These pairs were chosen because primer.1 is also compatible with primer.4 and 

primer.2 is also compatible with primer.3 (Figure 10). As a final consideration, primer.2, 

primer.3, and primer.4 all have a melting temperature of 55°C, and primer.1 has a melting point 

of 56°C (Figure 10 and Table 1). This 1°C difference will not create problems in the heating 

cycles of the PCR reactions. A query of the consensus sequence using the sequence of each 

primer confirmed that all four primers chosen are unique sequences within this contig. (Ideally, 

we would also like these primers to be unique to all sequences in the entire D. elegans genome). 

  

Figure 10 List of primer pairs to cover the region that spans from base 9249 to base 9417. The yellow boxes 
indicate the primer pairs that were chosen for this reaction; the green boxes indicate the suggested primer 
pairs that show that each primer chosen is compatible with the alternate primer in the other pair; all primer 
pairs giving a PCR product longer than 3500 base pairs were not considered a reasonable choice and, 
therefore, were excluded from selection (strikethrough). 
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Pair 
# 

Left 
primer 

Right 
primer 

Distance 
between 
primers 
(bp) 

Left primer sequence Right primer sequence Melting 
temperature 
of left primer 
(°C)/right 
primer (°C) 

1 8338-
8359 

10936-
10957 

2577 tggaatcaggctataacatttg caaactagggaaattatgcaag 56/55 

2 8121-
8140 

11143-
11172 

3003 ccaaaatttcgccatataaa attacattatgtgaaataatatacattttg 55/55 

Table 1 PCR primers ordered to resolve gap and adjacent low coverage region 

High Quality Discrepancies (HQD) 

 Consed was used to generate a list of high-quality discrepancies (HQDs), defined as 

positions with three or more high quality reads (defined as a phred score ≥ 30) that differed from 

the consensus sequence. The majority of these discrepancies were due to mismapped or 

misaligned reads, of which most did not interfere with correct determination of the consensus 

sequence. The majority of the mismapping and misalignment issues were not resolved because 

the goal of our finishing project was to work toward the most accurate version of the consensus. 

From a list of 451 highly discrepant base positions, only 14 corrections to the consensus 

sequence were necessary, all of which were resolved by the addition of a base to a 

mononucleotide run (MNR). The most common issue leading to a base change at a MNR is 

shown in Figure 11. Because pyrosequencing, as employed in Roche 454 platforms, generally 

has problems accurately representing the length of MNRs, 454 data was considered low quality 

in MNRs. Illumina sequence was regarded as high quality data and appropriate evidence for 

changing the consensus sequence since Illumina is much better than 454 at calling repetitive 

bases in MNRs. At base 65538, most of the high quality Illumina reads supported eight As in the 

MNR; however, the consensus originally had only seven As. Due to a misalignment, about half 

of the Illumina reads includee a pad (*) on the left side of the MNR and a discrepant A on the 

right side of the MNR. The other half of the Illumina reads have a discrepant A on the left side of 
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the MNR and a pad (*) on the right side of the MNR. Simply counting the number of As in each 

read gives eight As in all Illumina reads that span the entire MNR (Figure 11). This is an 

example of a HQD that could be resolved without realigning any of the reads. The approach 

described here is representative of all 13 other base changes made at highly discrepant positions 

at a MNR. 

 

Before, “*” 
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Figure 11 Evidence for an eight base pair MN A run. Reads highlighted in purple in the top panel show eight 
As in the MNR; reads highlighted in purple in the bottom panel still appear to be discrepant at base 65538, 
but are just misaligned with other reads in the region. The base changed from * to a is boxed in yellow. 

 
An additional seven bases were changed in regions with HQDs due to severe 

misalignment errors. Once the misalignment issues were corrected, three of these base changes 

were also in a MNR. Six of these seven base changes came from the region from base 40780 to 

base 40880 (Figure 12). I knew that reads in this region were misaligned rather than misplaced 

given identical sequences in various groupings of reads marked as HQDs; these groups of reads 

are marked below, along with an arrow showing their misalignment relative to the consensus 

sequence (Figure 12). There were three long mononucleotide A runs in this area that were 

difficult to sort through without tearing out groups of aligned reads and realigning them with 

each other.  

After, “a” 
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Figure 12 Groups of reads that align with each other are marked with brackets on the left side. The arrows 
corresponding in color to each bracket mark the position where each group of reads aligns with the 
consensus. 

The reads from each group were removed from the main contig and placed into their own 

small contig. Using the Miniassembly tool in contig to align the separate groups of reads resulted 

in two small contigs of reads were left, Contig370021 and Contig370022; both of which 

exhibited extremely good alignment to all of the reads within their own contig (Figure 13 and 

14). 
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Figure 13 After running Miniassembly Contig21 and Contig22 were extremely well aligned with each other; 
the bases in red are misaligned to the consensus sequence. 

 

Figure 14 Assembly View showing Contig370021 and Contig370022. The orange lines marked with a black 
arrow show that Contig370021 and Contig370022 map back only to the region from which the reads were 
pulled. 

In order to join these mini contigs back to the original contig, now called Contig370016, I 

needed to add bases, especially at MNRs, so that the sequences would align properly. Notice that 

there are five discrepant base pairs in the initial alignment of Contig370021 with 370016, four of 

which are at mononucleotide A runs (Figure 15). Although there are five discrepant positions, 

Contig370021 is a long sequence, so percent discrepancy to Contig370016 remains below 1%. 
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Figure 15 Initial alignment of Contig370021 to Contig370016. 

At each of the first three discrepancies, there was one fewer A in the consensus sequence 

of Contig370016 than in the consensus sequence of Contig370021. Because Contig370021 was 

made up of high quality Illumina reads and the reads left in this region in Contig370016 were 

low quality 454 reads (Figure 16), and given that 454 frequently reports the number of bases in a 

MNR incorrectly, an extra A has been added to the consensus sequence of Contig370016, at 

positions 40792, 40811, and 40839. 

 

Figure 16 The reads left in this area in Contig370016 are low quality 454 reads; the high quality Illumina 
reads originally found in this area were torn into Contig370021 and Contig370022. 

The positions boxed in green in Figure 15 presented a more challenging case. The 

consensus sequence of Contig370021 suggested two Cs followed by a MNR of 13 As, while the 
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consensus sequence of Contig370016 suggested three Cs followed by a MNR of 11 As. Using 

the same justification as before, Illumina data (i.e. reads in Contig370021) provided the most 

compelling evidence for the consensus sequence in this MNR-rich region. Therefore, the 

consensus was changed to reflect the Illumina data. After these six base changes were made, the 

consensus sequence of Contig370021 aligned exactly with the consensus sequence of 

Contig370016, and the join was made (Figure 17 and 18). 

 

Figure 17 Alignment of Contig370016 and Contig370021 after base changes. 

 
Figure 18 Assembly View after joining Contig370021 to main contig, now Contig370023. 

 This join left Contig37022 still to be aligned to the main contig, now Contig370023. 

Figure 19 compares the alignment of Contig37022 to Contig370016 before aligning and joining 

Contig370021 with the alignment of Contig37022 to Contig370023 after aligning and joining 

Contig370021. This provided a valid check to make sure that the base changes made when 
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aligning Contig37021 support the majority of the data. We saw that the base changes made in the 

previous alignment resolved a few of the same discrepant positions between Contig370016 (now 

Contig370023) and Contig370022, which provided further justification for the above base 

changes. The initial alignment between Contig370022 and the main contig had nine 

discrepancies with a percent discrepancy less than 5%, which supported a join between these two 

contigs (Figure 19). 

 
Figure 19 Comparison of alignment of Contig370022 to main contig before and after aligning and joining 
Contig370021 to main contig. Discrepant positions in yellow boxes have been resolved by base changes made 
while aligning Contig370021. The discrepant positions in red boxes persist in Contig370022 after realigning 
Contig370021 and must still be evaluated. The green box indicates nine discrepant positions in this alignment, 
with percent discrepancy 3.33%. 

Upon looking at these discrepant positions, at base 40832, 40834, and 40841 (in Contig370016), 

it is the consensus sequence of Contig370022 that needs to be changed to make the join rather 

than the consensus sequence of Contig370016; Figure 20 is representative of the case at all three 

  

Alignment of Contig370022 with Contig370016 before aligning and joining Contig370021 

          

  

Alignment of Contig370022 with Contig370023 after aligning and joining Contig370021 
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base positions. Because these changes did not affect the overall consensus sequence for the main 

contig, they were not recorded as base changes in my summary statistics. 

 

 
Figure 20 At base 40832/base 441, the consensus sequence of Contig370022 gives a G, whereas there is clearly 
more support for a T. Changing base 441 in the consensus sequence of Contig37022 to a T resolves this 
discrepant position. The exact same issue is present at bases 443 and 450 in the consensus sequence of 
Contig370022. At base 443, there is more support for a T than an A, and the consensus of Contig37002 should 
be changed to reflect this. The same is true at base 450. 

At each of the other discrepant bases there was not enough evidence to change the 

consensus sequence of Contig370016 given the low quality data and the low coverage at the end 

of the reads in Contig370022 (Figure 21). 
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Figure 21 Low quality data and low coverage at the ends of the reads in Contig370022. There is much more 
evidence to support the base at the same position in the consensus sequence of Contig370016 at the last five 
discrepant positions, one of which is shown by the red arrows above. 

After all of the necessary changes were made to the consensus sequence of 

Contig370022, the two contigs were realigned and joined, creating Contig370024 (Figure 22). 

Each time that I manually changed a base in this region on the consensus sequence of either 

contig, that base in all reads was changed to low quality, leading to a final picture of the region 

that may look no better than the region started in terms of quality score (Figure 23). However, 

the evidence better supports the revised consensus sequence, especially at MNRs. Because this 

region is densely populated with MNRs but is not flanked by repeat sequences, PCR should be 

relatively straight forward, and obtaining high accuracy Sanger sequencing results should be 

easy as well. Therefore, PCR primer pairs were ordered for this region using the criteria outlined 

previously (Table 2).  
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Figure 22 Assembly View after joining Contig370022 with Contig370023. 

 

 
Figure 23 Final alignment of region. 

Pair 
# 

Left 
primer 

Right 
primer 

Distance 
between 
primers 
(bp) 

Left primer sequence Right primer sequence Melting 
temperature of 
left primer 
(°C)/right 
primer (°C) 

1 40581-
40603 

41092-
41110 

489 ttggtcaaaagcaatctatttat cgcaatattgttgttttgg 55/55 

2 40442-
40459 

41299-
41322 

840 gaccgggttgtgttcttt ctagtattagttaaatcgagccgt 55/55 

Table 2 PCR primer pairs chosen for misalignment region above. 

While ordering PCR and sequencing reactions for this region may seem more trivial than 

ordering a similar procedure for the gap region, the argument in favor of an accurate 
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determination of the sequence here goes as follows. Given that there are a number of MNRs in 

this region, there is not only the possibility of a wrong base in the consensus sequence, but a 

wrong number of bases in the consensus sequence. If the second case is true, not knowing the 

accurate sequence may render positional and functional annotations of genes inaccurate. A 

mistake in the number of bases in the sequence could mimic a frameshift mutation, leading to all 

of the codons being read in the wrong frame and open reading frames (ORFs) being improperly 

truncated or extended. 

The last problem that occurred in HQD regions was misalignment without a reasonable 

join. There were two regions, from base 60200 to base 60600 and from base 80500 to base 

80900, where this occurred. Each group of misaligned reads was most likely assembled this way 

due to an overlap with a repeat region on one side of the reads; in each case the overlap with the 

repeat region was of reasonable sequence similarity, but still clearly misaligned (Figure 24). 
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Figure 24 Misalignment of reads in region from 60200 to 60600; although the sequence similarity of these 
reads is better in the region of the repeat (blue tag on consensus sequence—indicated by green arrow), the 
red arrows indicate that there is still a large number of HQDa. This is representative of the region from 
80500 to 80900 as well. 

In each case, the misaligned reads were torn into their own contig; however, after running 

Cross-Match, these two contigs did not show enough sequence similarity to any region in the 

main contig to be re-aligned at another location (Figure 25). Nevertheless, as shown by the 

orange lines connecting Contig370020 and Contig370025, these two contigs are similar to each 

other and are in the same orientation. Because they do not match any sequence in the main contig 

with an acceptable percent discrepancy, it is likely that these reads do not belong in my project. I 

used the Miniassembly tool to join these two small contigs, now called Contig370027, and ran 

the consensus sequence through NCBI BLAST. A small portion of the sequence searched 

matched to Chromosome 2R on Drosophila melanogaster with 86% identity, but no matches to 
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D. elegans were found (Figure 26 and 27). Given that FlyBase has the most up-to-date 

Drosophila sequences, I then ran the same sequence through the BLAST tool on this site, hoping 

to match to a portion of the D. elegans genome. However, this search yielded similar results to 

the NCBI BLAST results (Figures 28, 29, and 30). 

 

Figure 25 Assembly View showing the two small contigs that do not match anywhere in the main contig, but 
do match each other in the correct orientation, as indicated by the orange line connecting them. 

 
Figure 26 NCBI BLAST search shows match to only the left-most portion of the queried sequence. 
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Figure 27 NCBI BLAST results. Query sequence shows 86% identity to Chromosome 2R of D. melanogaster. 

 
Figure 28 FlyBase BLAST results. Matches align only to the left-most portion of the queried sequence.  

 
Figure 29 FlyBase BLAST results showing the best match to D. melanogaster X chromosome. 
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Figure 30 FlyBase BLAST best alignment. Though a 718 base query was searched, only 149 bases were 
aligned to the D. melanogaster X chromosome. 

Both BLAST searches gave an extremely low E-value for the top matches to D. 

melangaster; however, because neither search aligned the query sequence to D. elegans and 

because neither search aligned any subject sequence to more than a quarter of the query 

sequence, I suggest that these reads may be properly assembled into another classmate’s contig 

or that this sequence comes from a portion of unassembled heterochromatin at another place in 

the D. elegans genome. This sequence may also be part of a transposable element, which would 

offer an explanation for its presence at multiple locations in different species of Drosophila, and 

would support this sequence being found in a region of heterochromatin.  

Low Depth of Coverage Regions 

Areas that were manually checked for low depth of coverage had 40 or fewer reads 

(ignoring reads with a phred score less than 10). Of the 19 areas on the list generated by Consed, 

only one region had sufficiently ambiguous data (aside from the region of the gap) to warrant 

ordering PCR primers; in all other regions, the correct consensus sequence was supported by a 

majority of the high quality reads despite low coverage. The region from base 76528 to base 

76784 is covered by 25 to 40 reads at all bases; however, the vast majority of these reads are low 
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quality 454 data. Because this region also has a mononucleotide G run that is hard to resolve 

using only the 454 data, additional Sanger sequencing is needed to generate high quality data to 

clarify the sequence in this region (Figure 31). PCR primers were chosen using the guidelines 

outlined above from a list generated by Consed (Table 3). 

 

Figure 31 Region for PCR and Sanger sequencing marked by yellow tag on the consensus sequence; the 
mononucleotide G run is difficult to resolve here because most of the reads are low quality 454 data. 
Throughout this region, read coverage is 25-40. 

Pair 
# 

Left 
primer 

Right 
primer 

Distance 
between 
primers 
(bp) 

Left primer 
sequence 

Right primer sequence Melting 
temperature of 
left primer 
(°C)/right 
primer (°C) 

1 76482-
76500 

76945-
76970 

445 ttttcccaatgctcaagat atgtaagaactcgaatgtaagtgtag 55/55 

2 76288-
76305 

77154-
77171 

849 gcaatcggcctatgaaac tatggcgttccacagtga 56/56 

Table 3 PCR primers ordered to cover low depth of coverage region, base 76528 to base 76784. 
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Summary Statistics 
 

 
Figure 32 Pie chart showing all 22 base changes made to Contig370024 categorized by reason for change. 

Mononucleotide Runs    
 Base Change fromàto Supporting Evidence 
 8730 * to a Illumina 
 8758 * to t Illumina 
 9793 * to a Illumina 
 9981 * to t Illumina 
 13185 * to a Illumina 
 21775 * to  a Illumina 
 37795 * to t Illumina 
 37796 * to t Illumina 
 39149 * to a Illumina 
 39242 * to t Illumina 
 52611 * to t Illumina 
 65537 * to a Illumina 
 69887 * to t Illumina 
 72724 * to t Illumina 
Misaligned Reads    
 60419 t to c Aligned sequences 

Mononucleotide	  
Runs	  (14)	  

Misaligned	  Reads	  
(7)	  

Low	  Coverage	  
Area	  (1)	  
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 40791 * to a Aligned sequences 
 40820 * to a Aligned sequences 
 40850-40853 cc*ca to acca Aligned sequences 
 40865 * to a Aligned sequences 
Low Coverage    
 39242 * to t Illumina 
Table 4 Table of all base changes made. 

Conclusion 

 After finishing using Consed, DELE8596009 appears in two main contigs, one large 

contig, Contig370029, composed of 52440 reads and 100029 base pairs, and one small contig, 

Contig370026, composed of 36 reads and 729 base pairs (Figure 33). The reads in Contig370026 

were left out of the main assembly because they were likely misaligned to the wrong area of the 

D. elegans dot chromosome, and therefore, do not belong anywhere in my consensus sequence. 

Other errors in the consensus sequence were due mainly to evidence suggested by low quality 

454 reads, particularly in regions of MNRs; high quality Illumina data was used to override these 

errors. A total of 22 base changes were made to the 100 kb consensus sequence, 18 of which 

represented a correction of a MNR. In three ambiguous regions PCR primers were called to 

generate Sanger data for better sequence resolution. A forced join resolved a gap in the main 

contig, but more sequencing is needed to determine the most accurate consensus sequence in this 

region. Finally, two areas of obvious misalignment were torn apart and rejoined. However, until 

this resequencing is completed, we do not recommend DELE8596009 for gene annotation. 
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Figure 33 Final Assembly View of DELE8596009. 
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